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AbStrAct

A series of tests investigating the damage effects of fluid-filled submunitions by high velocity projectile impact 
were conducted. An analytical model is presented, in which the yaw angle of the projectile was taken into account. 
Based on the analytical model, the influence of the strike angle, hit-point offset distance and projectile length to 
diameter ratio on submunition damage ratio were predicted. The analytical results showed a good agreement with the 
experiments. The submunition damage ratio strongly depends on the hit-point offset distance, showing a significant 
decrease with increasing hit-point offset distance. For large hit-point offset distance, increasing the length to diameter 
ratio of the projectile will effectively improve the submunition damage ratio. There is an appropriate yaw angle of 
the projectile in which the submunition damage ratio will be maximal.
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1. IntroDuctIon
Direct hit has become the main kill mode of most missiles 

today, high relative impact velocity is the impact kinetic 
energy source for kill vehicle against ballistic missile1,2. The 
key problem is whether the direct hit can effectively destroy 
the payloads, especially biological/chemical submunition 
payloads3-5. Direct hit missiles are currently recognised as 
the only accepted way of killing all payloads of chemical 
submunitions6. 

Over the last 20 year, many studies have been carried 
out experimentally and theoretically on the damage effect 
of targets by high velocity projectile impact7-13. Børvik and 
colleagues examined the ballistic penetration of steel plates 
by cylindrical projectiles by experimental, analytical, and 
numerical investigations14. American Lockheed Martin 
Corporation’s McHenry established ALPHA-KV and OPTKV 
analysis model all based on Tate’s penetration theory15. The 
volume overlap analysis model was proposed by Doup16. The 
shot line technology was applied to evaluate the killed fraction 
of submunition17. The US Los Alamos National Laboratory has 
developed a smooth particle hydrocode SPHINX that is widely 
used to compute direct hit damage18. 

For normal impact, the deepest penetration is achieved 
when the projectile moves along its axis. Oblique and yawed 
impact will significantly decrease the penetration depth. The 
yaw angle and oblique angle will affect the overall damage 
effect, which can be validated by experimental data19-21. 

However, the mechanical behaviour of high velocity 
collision between the projectile and the ballistic missile 
payload would be extremely complex22, and the ground tests 

and numerical simulation would be time-consuming23, the 
damage effects of the yaw angle are not well researched by 
experiment and model combined. Here impact experiments 
were conducted by using the explosively formed projectiles 
to understand the damage effects of fluid-filled submunitions 
by high velocity projectile impact. With an analytical damage 
model considering the yaw angle, the influences of the strike 
angle, hit-point offset distance and projectile length to diameter 
ratio on submunition damage ratio were predicted. The results 
would provide a useful guide to the improvement of direct hit 
missiles and damage assessment.

2. ExPErImEntS
2.1 Experimental Setup

The simulation submunition payload is as shown in Fig. 1, 
which included a skin, separators and submunitions. The 
skin had no top/bottom plates. The materials of the skin 
and separators were ASTM 1045 steel and 2024 aluminum, 
respectively (ASTM: American Society for Testing Materials). 
Sealed water-filled cans were used to simulate the fluid-filled 
submunitions. The size of cylindrical cans was Φ53×133 mm,  
and the can material was tinplate with a thickness of 0.2 mm24. 
A total of 38 submunitions were arrayed in three layers. The 
top layer contained a circular array of 8 submunitions while the 
last two layers contained 12 and 18 submunitions respectively. 
The submunitions were placed directly on aluminum plate 
separators. Submunition payload dimension parameters are as 
listed in Table 1. 

Due to the very high relative impact velocity between 
projectile and target, the large mass of the projectile and the 
limited experimental conditions, explosively formed projectile 
(EFP) technology was used in the experiment to obtain a large 
mass projectile within a velocity range of 2000 m/s to 2500 
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m/s25-27. The experimental device for forming a high velocity 
projectile is as shown in Fig. 2, which consisted of three 
parts: the liner, the shell, and the high explosive charge. The 
cylindrical composition B with a charge diameter (CD) of 90 
mm and a length of 180 mm was centrally initiated through 
a simple detonator. The thickness and mass of the aluminum 
liner were 13.5 mm (0.15CD) and 252 g, respectively. The 
thickness of the steel (1006 steel) casing was 7.5 mm. The 
stand-off-distance between EFP and hit point was 4.0 m. The 
test principle is as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2  Experimental results
The damage effect of fluid-filled submunitions by high 

velocity projectile impact is mainly influenced by hit-point 
offset, impact velocity and yaw. The hit-point offset distance 
refers to the distance between hit-point and aim point. In 
the experiment, five typical positions were selected as hit-
point. They were the center of the third layer submunitions, 
the interface between the second layer and the third layer 
submunitions, the center of the second layer submunitions, 
the interface between the first layer and the second layer 
submunitions, and the center of the first layer submunitions. 
Five dimensionless parameters of hit-point distance are ξ= 
xa/LT = -0.34, -0.17, 0, 0.17 and 0.34 respectively, xa is axis 
position from geometric center of payload to hit-point (positive 
toward bottom), LT is the payload height. 

After the impact, submunitions debris was recovered and 
counted. The damage of submunitions can be classified into 
three levels, namely dented (no liquid leakage), perforated (part 
of the liquid missing) and smashed (all liquid missing). The 
damage level definitions and descriptions are as listed in Table 
2. The number of submunitions with different damage level are 
as listed in Table 3. The submunition damage ratio Pk=Nk/N, 
Nk is the number of damaged submunition (smashed), N is the 
total number of the submunitions carried by the payload. 

Typical damaged submunitions are as shown in Fig. 4. 
When ξ =0, no submunition survived. Most of the submunitions 
were seriously damaged, due to the direct hit or the crater 
generated by the projectile. Some submunitions in the bottom 
layer (yellow submunitions) were only lightly damaged, mainly 
due to the impulse loading from one submunition to another, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). 

Typical damage modes of submunition are as shown in  
Fig. 5. The damage modes of submunition can be dented, 

  table 1. Submunition payload dimension parameters

Shell Separator Submunition

thickness
(mm)

Height
(mm)

top diameter
(mm)

bottom diameter
(mm)

thickness
(mm)

r11
(mm)

r12
(mm)

r21
(mm)

r22
(mm)

r3
(mm)

2 419 220 320 5 55 115 55 95 75

Figure 1. Images of simulated fluid-filled submunition payload: (a) Submunition payload, (b) Submunition arrangement, (c) Payload 
skin, and (d) Submunitions.

Figure 2. Experimental device forms high velocity projectile: 
(a) configuration schematic and (b) Prototype 
photograph.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of test.

(a) (b)

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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perforated, end cover rupture, axial fracture and smashed. 
Submunitions located in the main damage zone were seriously 
fragmented (damage level 3) and formed a large number of 
small irregular debris. The debris distributed far and wide, the 
weight ranged from 2 g to 100 g and the majority of the debris 
were more than 6 g. Submunitions which located outside the 
main damage zone showed various damage levels (damage 
level 1 and level 2), mainly due to the collision of submunitions 
with each other, the impact of high-speed fluid, secondary 
debris and other factors.

The axial fracture mode occured at the lateral skin of a 
submunition. When the debris impacted the submunition can, 
the noticeable inward deformation may induce axial fracture. 
Also due to the radial high-speed collision of the submunitions 
with each other, the liquid inside the submunitions generated 
high pressure and caused the axial fracture. Once the collision 
occurred at the top portion of the submunitions between each 
other, it could eventually lead to the joints failure and the cover 
rupture occurred.

table 2. Damage-level definitions of the submunition

Damage 
level

Damage 
type

Damage description

1 Dented Submunition keeps intact, dented (but no 
fracture), no fluid missing

2 Perforated Two cover plates of submunition have 
no fracture, perforated on the side, part 
of the fluid missing

3 Smashed Submunition fractured at one cover plate 
at least, severe ruptured on the side, all 
fluids missing

table 3. Experimental results of different impact positions

test no. ξ number of damaged submunition
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

1# 0 0 7 31
2# −0.17 0 16 22
3# −0.34 7 17 14
4# 0.17 0 6 32
5# 0.34 2 11 25

Figure 4. typical damaged submunitions (test 1#): (a) Damage level two. (b), (c), (d) and (e) Damage level three.

Figure 5. typical damage modes of submunition: (a) Dented, (b) Perforated, (c) End covers rupture, (d) Axial fracture,  
and (e) Smashed.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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3. AnALytIcAL moDEL
The collision between projectile and submunition payload 

is extremely complex. Hence, the models of projectile and 
submunition payload are simplified. The projectile is simplified 
as a homogeneous cylindrical structure without regard to the 
internal structure. The submunition payload is simplified as 
a semi-infinite target when the crater size is calculated. So 
submunitions inside the damage zone (the area overlapped 
by crater volume called damage zone) will be destroyed. 
Otherwise, submunitions will survive, as shown in Fig. 6. vt is 
the target velocity, v is the penetrator velocity, vr is the relative 
velocity, α is the yaw angle, θSA is the strike angle, o is the 
aiming point, xa is the axial offset, ya is the radial offset, Rc is 
the crater radius.

Here, Luttwak’s oblique theoretical model for penetration28 
which considers the yaw angle is introduced. It is assumed that 
all the energy is transformed into plastic deformation to form 
the crater. The penetration depth P(α) is as given by:

( )
1

1 1

1

(0)(1 sin(2 ))( )
sin( ) cos( )

exp
cos( ) C

kPP
L kD

γ + α
α =

α θ  α 
+ γ − θ + α α 

             (1)

where, L is projectile length, D is projectile diameter. γ is 
a constant parameter related to projectile and target material, γ 
=2/3 [28] is a reasonable value by fitting the data of Yaziv20. α 
is the yaw angle; parameter k is related to projectile penetration 
velocity v, target yield strength YT, projectile material density 
ρP and target material density ρT.
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h
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                             (2)

Dh is the crater diameter. P(0) is the penetration depth 
formed by a rod penetrating without yaw, given by the well-
known hydrodynamic theory, as

 (0) p

T

P L
ρ

=
ρ

                                                               (3)

Considering the secondary penetration at the rod tail, we 
will get:

(0) p
h

T

P L D
ρ

= +
ρ                                                    (4)

The penetration depth will decrease when projectile 
penetrates target with yaw angle. For small yaw angle, the rod 

will penetrate through the crater without interaction with the 
wall. The effects of yaw angle become more obvious at angles 
larger than αC, the critical angle:

arcsinC
Dk
L

 α =  
 

                                                         (5)
 
For large diameter of the resulting hole (Dh>L) a critical 

angle is never reached which means that the rod with its yaw 
pass through the hole without a strong interaction. Also, when 
α<<αC the second term in the denominator of Eqn. 1 vanishes. 

The unit vector ( )i n k n k= × ×
    , k

  is projectile axial 
direction vector and n  is the target plane normal vector, as 
shown in Fig. 7(a). cos v nθ = ⋅

r rcos v nq = ⋅
  , vi is the velocity component 

along i
  direction, while p iv v v= −

   . 1α  is the angle between 

velocity component pv  and k
 , thus 1 arccos ,pv kα = < >

rr
1 arccos ,pv ka = < >



. For detailed discussion of these formulas see ref [28]. The 
width of crater is Dh=kD and the length of crater is Lsin(α) 
when α>>αC , as shown in Fig. 7(b).

   The number of damaged submunitions can be predicted 
with the above damage analytical model. Initial data for 
projectile L=75 mm, D=40 mm, ρp=2.76g/cm3, vr=2468 m/s 
and Yp=40 MPa, for submunition payload LT=417 mm, DT=313 
mm, ρT=1.115 g/cm3 and YT=151 MPa. 

Figure 7. Penetration triangle defining velocity vectors and 
crater size: (a) Velocity vectors and associated angles 
and (b) crater size.

Figure 6. Submunition payload damage determination and 
definition of associated angles.

The comparison of total damaged submunition number 
between experimental data and theoretical prediction data is 
as shown in Fig. 8. Since the analytical model just accounts 
for the crater expansion only, experimental data is the number 
of smashed (damage level three) submunitions which are 
damaged by direct hit of the projectile. Theoretical prediction 
results agree well with experimental ones. The maximum 
and minimum relative error are 22 per cent and 3 per cent, 
respectively. Even though theoretical analysis model in this 
paper does not take into account the influence of the collision 
between submunitions, the secondary debris and other 
factors, it contains fewer parameters and has high solution  
efficiency. 

(a) (b)
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4. DIScuSSIonS
4.1 Influences of Strike Angle

Here the geometric center of the submunition is chosen 
as hit-point and the relative impact velocity keeps constant 
vr=2468 m/s, while the impact angle and yaw angle change. 

Submunition damage ratio of different yaw angle and strike 
angle are as shown in Fig. 9. It is significantly influenced by 
both the yaw angle and strike angle. The trend of submunition 
damage ratio appears to be complex with the increase of strike 
angle while yaw angle α=0°, since the number of submunition 
on the flight path of the projectile changes with the change 
of strike angle and it is closely related to the submunitions 
arrangement. When the strike angle θSA is about 18° and yaw 
angle α is about 10°, the submunition damage ratio reaches a 
maximum, hence an appropriate flying attitude of the projectile 
can create a larger crater volume. This shows that the strike 
angle has an optimal range for specific submunition payload.

While the strike angle θSA=90°, the projection area of the 
projectile relative to the payload is calculated by A=(πD2/4)
cos(α)+LD sin(α). When α is about 67° A reaches maximum. 
When yaw angle α=0°, the projection area of projectile along 
the relative velocity on submunition payload is minimal, the 
contact area with the payload also is minimal, as well as the 
crater diameter. The projection area of the projectile will 

become larger when the yaw angle increases. This shows that 
under a specific strike angle with increasing yaw angle, the 
submunition damage ratio will be increased significantly. 

4.2 Influences of Hit-point offset Distance
Here the strike angle θSA=90°, relative impact velocity 

vr=2468 m/s, aim point is the geometric center of the 
submunition payload. The influences of hit-point offset with 
different yaw angle on submunition damage are analysed. 
Submunition damage ratio for axial and radial offset are as 
shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. With increasing 
hit-point offset distance (xa <0, offset to the left; xa >0, offset to 
the right; ya <0, offset to the down; ya >0, offset to the up; see 
Fig. 6), submunition damage ratio decrease significantly.

Submunition damage ratio is more affected by axial offset 
distance. The number of submunitions which are overlapped 
by crater changes a great deal with the hit-point offset distance 
along the axis direction. Fig. 10(b) shows that submunition 
damage ratio remain above 0.7 when the radial offset ratio of 
hit-point ya/DT is within ±0.2 range. With the increase of the hit-
point offset distance, the submunition damage ratio decreases 
significantly. Furthermore, yaw angle has less influence on the 
damage ratio of submunition while θSA=90°, thus the guidance 
precision is a dominant factor in achieving high submunition 
damage.

Figure 10. contours of submunition damage ratio for relative 
velocity vr=2468m/s, strike angle θSA=90°, L=75mm 
and D=40mm: (a) Hit point away from the geometric 
center along the symmetry axis and (b) Hit point 
away from the geometric center along the radial 
direction.

Figure 9. contours of submunition damage ratio for vr=2468 
m/s, xa=0, ya=0, L=75 mm and D=40 mm.

Figure 8. Damaged submunition number comparison between 
calculations and experiments.

(a)

(b)
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4.3 Influence of Projectile Length to Diameter 
ratio 
The influence of the projectile length to diameter ratio 

on submunition payload damage with different hit-point offset 
distances was analysed. The projectile is 40mm diameter 
cylinder with a length to diameter ratio ranging from 1 to 20. 
The strike angle θSA= 90° and the yaw angle α=45°. The relative 
impact velocity vr=2468 m/s. 

Submunition damage ratio for hit-point axial offset and 
radial offset with different length to diameter ratio are shown 
in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. The length to diameter 
ratio and the hit-point position influence the damage ratio 
of submunition significantly, especially the hit-point offset 
distance. Under a constant diameter, with the increase of 
projectile length to diameter ratio, its length increases and the 
overlap volume become larger, the submunition damage ratio 
increases. This shows that an appropriate length to diameter 
ratio can compensate for the large hit-point offset distance. 
With insufficient guidance precision, increasing the length to 
diameter ratio of projectile as much as possible can improve 
submunition damage ratio.

5. concLuSIonS
(i)  The explosively formed projectile technology is effective 

in investigating the damage effects of the fluid-filled 
submunitions by high velocity projectile impact.

(ii)  A analytical model for damage which takes into account 
the yaw angle of a projectile against submunition payload 
was presented. According to the model, with an appropriate 
yaw angle of the projectile, the submunition damage ratio 
could be improved significantly. The smaller the strike 
angle, the more obvious improvement of submunition 
damage ratio by increasing the yaw angle.

(iii) The submunition damage ratio strongly depends upon the 
hit-point offset distance, showing a significant decrease 
with increasing hit-point offset distance. It is most 
sensitive to the axial hit-point offset distance.

(iv) length to diameter ratio also influences the submunition 
damage ratio. The submunition damage ratio can be 
increased by increasing the length to diameter ratio of 
the projectile to an appropriate extent. For large hit-point 
offset distance, increasing the length to diameter ratio of 
the projectile will effectively improve the submunition 
damage ratio.
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